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CALL REPORT Issue # 9Document's Author: Dave Montague/ARRB Date Created: 01/22/96 The Players Who 

initiated the call? Review Board's representative in the call: Dave MontagueIndividual's Name:Description of 

the Call Date: 01/22/96Subject: Confirmation With Steven Tilley Re: Availability Of 12 HSCA Photographic 

MaterialsSummary of the Call: I spoke with Tilley today and he confirmed that he will have the material ready 

for me to start reviewing in the afternoon on 01/23/96. According to Joe Freeman their are 12 approximately 

boxes HSCA Photographic Materials at NARA and Box #1 contains a list of photos used by the HSCA. He made 

the following comments regarding material: "HSCA Numbered Photographic Materials record series - I don't 

know if you're aware of this or not, but there is a 12-box Numbered Photographic Materials record series out 

at NARA II that Steve Tilley could pull for you next time you're out there. If you haven't done this yet, you 

should. The record series (in Box 1) contains a handwritten index/list of photos used/obtained by the HSCA. I 

copied the index and gave it to Anne at some point months ago. This record series in is our computer 

database. I've attached some sample RIFs FYI. There is also a single-box HSCA record series entitled "Firearms 

Panel Photographic Evidence." I've never looked at it, but you may want to ask Steve to pull that one, as 

well."* I also want to check on the following if time permits: "DOE/Los Alamos - Donald H. Janney (who usually 

went by "D.H. Janney" in the correspondence) headed up the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) 

study/enhancement work on the Zapruder film. Los Alamos worked with Aerospace Corp. and the Image 

Processing Institute at USC (a Prof. H.C. Andrews) on the project. There are approximately 35 documents in 

the HSCA Numbered Files record series associated with this effort. Again, I have copied and attached 

potentially relevant documents. I've also separately attached a set of RIFs for documents (among the approx. 

35 cited above) which I scanned but did not copy. Of the copied documents, you might find File Number 

013687 (Record Number 180-10100-10235) useful -- it contains a list of names of Los Alamos personnel who 

worked on the project (and who signed non-disclosure agreements)." Steven Tilley's phone number is 301-713-

6620
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